LEATHER NEW® FOAM

Original easy-polishing Leather New® Saddle Soap formula in an easy-to-use foam cleans, conditions and shines in a single application. Won’t drip or run. It cleans softens and preserves leather, leaving a long-lasting, high-gloss shine. Won’t dull, stain or leave a greasy residue. Contains no ozone-depleting fluorocarbons.

STEP 1: Use Leather New® Foam or Leather New® Saddle Soap after every ride.
STEP 2: Use Leather New® Deep Conditioner & Restorer to restore softness and pliability or as needed.

DIRECTIONS
1. Remove dust and dirt from leather with soft brush or vacuum. 2. Apply directly onto leather. 3. Rub foam into leather with soft, dry cloth with enough nap to reach down into stitches and carving. 4. Rub thoroughly until foam disappears. 5. Polish with a clean, dry cloth. Also use on wet leather to prevent stiffening, and on stiff leather to soften and prevent cracking.

CAUTION
Keep this and other soap products out of children’s reach. Do not use Leather New® Foam on suede, rough-out or very light shades of leather. Do not use on leather clothing or leather furniture. If you are unsure whether Leather New® Foam can be used on your leather, simply test an area of the leather that cannot be seen. It may darken some leathers. The liability of Farnam Companies, Inc. shall not exceed the purchase price of this product.
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